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ANSWER AND MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ANSWER
OF THE INDEPENDENT MARKET MONITOR FOR PJM
Pursuant to Rules 212 and 213 of the Commission’s Rules and Regulations, 1
Monitoring Analytics, LLC, acting in its capacity as the Independent Market Monitor
(“Market Monitor”) for PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”), 2 submits this answer to the
answer of Illinois Municipal Electric Agency filed July 13, 2021 (“IMEA”). In its answer,
IMEA attempts to respond to arguments raised in the Market Monitor’s comments filed
July 14, 2021 (“IMM Comments”). IMEA argues on complaint that PJM did not properly
implement the current tariff and seeks an order directing what IMEA believes is the correct
implementation. The Market Monitor does not agree with IMEA. The Market Monitor
agrees with PJM that PJM correctly implemented the current tariff. IMEA’s complaint
should be denied.
The Market Monitor also believes that the current tariff rules should be revised.
IMEA confuses the assertion that PJM is not correctly implementing the tariff with the
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Market Monitor’s position that the tariff should be modified. The Market Monitor’s position
on tariff modifications would require a filing at the Commission to change the rules. The
complaint should be denied.
I. ANSWER
IMEA’s complaint takes issue with PJM’s implementation of the current tariff, but its
answer focuses on an issue in the PJM capacity market design.
The total required capacity in an LDA is provided by a mix of internal capacity and
imported capacity. The imported capacity equals the total required capacity minus the
internal capacity. The value of CTRs is based on the fact that load in an LDA pays the
clearing price for all cleared capacity but that generators who provide imported capacity
are paid a lower price based on the LDA in which they are located. The value of CTRs
equals the imported MW times the price difference. This excess is paid by load and is
returned to load using CTRs.
The problem arises because PJM does not use the actual MW cleared in the auction,
the actual internal MW and the actual imported MW when defining what customers pay
and when defining the value of CTRs.
Under the current rules, PJM defines the total MW needed for reliability in an LDA
when clearing the BRA based on forecast demand at the time of the BRA. But PJM actually
charges customers for the total MW needed for reliability based on forecast demand three
years later, prior to the actual delivery year, and applies a zonal allocation. PJM also defines
the internal capacity as the internal capacity three years after the BRA. The difference
between the updated MW needed for reliability and the updated internal capacity is the
updated imported MW, adjusted for the final zonal allocation.
IMEA points out that in cases where the updated imported MW are smaller than the
imported MW from the actual auction clearing, the total value of CTRs is lower. That is
correct. The Market Monitor’s position is that the total MW needed, the internal MW and
the imported MW should all be defined by the market clearing and not redefined later. But
that is not what the tariff says. The changes supported by the Market Monitor would
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require tariff changes prior to the first BRA to which they applied. The Market Monitor’s
position that the rules should be changed does not support IMEA’s claim that PJM is
incorrectly implementing the current rules.
A. IMEA Misinterprets the Market Monitor’s Statements.
IMEA claims (at 3) that the Market Monitor claimed that not all of the ICTR MW
were actually used to import capacity. The Market Monitor statements were in the context
of funding ICTRs following the rules defined in Attachment DD of the PJM tariff. The
Market Monitor’s statements were based on the final calculation of the required capacity
and the internal capacity, consistent with the tariff. The final calculation of capacity imports
meant that not all the ICTRs were recognized as used to import capacity. 3
B. The Market Monitor Did Not Claim that PJM Does Not Allow Negative
Capacity Transfer Rights
IMEA incorrectly extrapolates (at 7) the Market Monitor’s statements. The Market
Monitor correctly stated that PJM cannot create a new source of funding for ICTRs under
the rules defined in the PJM tariff. The Market Monitor did not make any statements related
to negative capacity transfer rights.
C. IMEA’s Requested Relief Is Not Supported by the Current Market Rules
IMEA incorrectly claims (at 9) that its requested relief is supported by the existing
market rules. In the Market Monitor’s answer of July 13, 2021 (at 1–2), the Market Monitor
explained that PJM properly applied the market rules as defined by the existing tariff and
manual language when prorating IMEA’s ICTRs. IMEA’s interpretation of the tariff would
require other customers to subsidize IMEA’s asserted rights to nonexistent surplus revenue
for unused import capability in the form of uplift payments. IMEA cites no market rules
and no logical reasons under the current market rules that supports the suggestion that
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other load should pay a subsidy in excess of the actual capacity market revenues available
to fund CTRs.
D. PJM’s Existing Market Design Is Not Optimal.
While PJM correctly applied the existing market rules, the Market Monitor agrees
that the current market rules should be revised. The Market Monitor agrees that the total
MW needed should be defined by the market clearing and not redefined later, but that is
not what the existing tariff or manual language says. The changes supported by the Market
Monitor would require tariff changes prior to the first BRA to which they applied. The
Market Monitor’s supported modifications to PJM’s market rules do not support IMEA’s
position on how the current rules should be implemented, or, if presented in a separate
proceeding, IMEA’s desired changes to the market rules.
II. MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ANSWER
The Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 CFR § 385.213(a)(2), do not
permit answers to answers or protests unless otherwise ordered by the decisional authority.
The Commission has made exceptions, however, where an answer clarifies the issues or
assists in creating a complete record. 4 In this answer, the Market Monitor provides the
Commission with information useful to the Commission’s decision making process and
which provides a more complete record. Accordingly, the Market Monitor respectfully
requests that this answer be permitted.
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III. CONCLUSION
The Market Monitor respectfully requests that the Commission afford due
consideration to this answer as the Commission resolves the issues raised in this
proceeding.
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